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NAME OF STUDENT

657 responses

Akash kasarpethkar

Shaikh Fayaj Shaikh Chandpasha

Vaibhav Sandip Isaye

WADJE SUSHAMA JAYRAJ

Jadhav onkar sanjay

Santosh Satwaji Surkar

Wadje Shubhangi jayraj

Narwade Rokadeshwar

Kanadkhedkar Sarika Vijaykumar

BADGUJAR MAAZUDDIN SHAKILUDDIN

VIJAY MADHAVRAO DIGRASKAR

Sainath Atmaram Pawde

Abbasi Zohra Butool Mohammed Ilyas

Triveni Ekanath kadam

Dipesh Patel

SHAIK AHMAD PASHA

Kundgar Maithili Dattram

Dukare Sarang Subhash

Chittaranjan Gyanoba Dhemkewad

Pathan Maaz

Nikita Niren nagda

Baderunnisa Begum Taj Mohammed

NC LAW COLLEGE NANDED

Sonkamble Asit Vijay

Ganesh Govind Ghuse

Raut Avinash Hariharrao

Jadhav Laxmikant

Krushna Kiran Girdekar

Devika Karwa

SANJIVANI BAPURAO HADOLIKAR

Tijare kavita kalyanrao

Kiran baburao devkate

KEDARE VISHAL HAIBATI
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Revati Hukke

Najuka Rathi

Omkar Ramesh Vasmatkar

Tarpe Rutuja Ashok

Shivam Vijay Pawar

SHAIKH RAJAK NABI

SHAIKH ABDULRAHEMAN USMAN

Deepmala Pandurang Bhalerao

Sonkamble Awanti Vijay

Surabhi Rajesh Gutte

Chandan Muralidhar Pawar

Shruti Motilal Agrawal

Vaidya

Varlaxmi Sachin Kanakdande

Saad halari

MATEKAR ROHIT RAMRAO

NARANGALE HANMANT BALAJI

Sandip Baburao Biradar

Dilip Waghmode

Abdul Ali

VIJAY SURESH DHAWALE

Neha Govande

Bedarkar Rachana Dattatraya

Deshmukh srushti shamrao

Furqan Munawwar khan

Kasturi raut

Shreeja yashwantkar

Prashik Prakash Magare

VIJAYA NAMDEVRAO BHARKAD

Dhiraj Pankaj Khandelwal

Suryawanshi Vaibhav Raju

Hulgunde sharad vitthalrao

Chavan Rajkumar chavan

ROHAN BHAGWAN KULDIPAKE

Thorat Amit Rameshwar
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Kamble Ashish Sahebrao

Sonkamble Vivek Devanand

Prasad Deosarkar

Mahesh vasant jadhav

Katare Prakash Marotrao

Allamkhane pratiksha

Jayraj Ramprasad Desai

SAIMA NUZHAT ABDUL KHADIR

Vishal Giri

Vyankatesh Rajendra Dudhat

KALLEWAR VAISHNAVI SANTOSH

Anjali Bacchewar

Patil Anilkumar Gangadhar

Pratima more

MALHARE PALLAVI PURBHAJI

Maid Santosh C

Granthi Ramandeep Singh Brijpal Singh

Muradi Pravinkumar Kankaiyya

Rahul Gautam Dhutraj

pendkar srinath ramdas

Shinde pratiksha Dnyaneshwar

Shaikh fareed Shaikh Gulam

Saiprasad Wadje

Shravani kubde

KOKADWAR SHRIKANT VASANTRAO

Ramchandra Mattamwad

Vaishnavi suresh kadam

TUPE NAKSHATRA VIJAY

Vaibhavi Thakur

Satish Tulshiram Mahamune

Tribhuvan Ganesh Raut

MIRZA YAHYA BAIG HAMIDULLAH BAIG

557 more responses are hidden
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CLASS (2021-22)

657 responses

GENDER

657 responses

Copy

BALLB I
BALLB II
BALLB III
BALLB IV
BALLB V
LLB I
LLB II
LLB III

1/2

10.2%

18%

12.9%

Copy

MALE
FEMALE
TRANSGENDER

36.5%

63.3%
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CONTACT NUMBER

657 responses

9403962098

+919421563429

9730188864

7588102639

8669515721

9307909454

+919552787623

7558561553

7387683828

9764352089

8275508177

9975883447

7887717627

8087381556

9373504250

8275172773

9985928674

8806843782

9370664539

7020773177

7773949659

7875109950

8055613210

09850876164

9545834168

8010871126

9021242422

9561212379

9970645499

9511612954

9028109577

9022750299

8484968712
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9049428918

9309887571

8657420090

9359392017

7038481317

9075982853

9028605286

9370161690

9822962032

8459865635

8007270860

9766116737

8623893784

9022013827

7798222241

9373252603

7507924195

9890845655

9403855008

9423328053

+919518596877

9307310184

8149973589

7387537608

9637733293

9011939322

8329255973

09579318927

7387143207

7020829435

+918208937261

7822011498

9607255682

7798769008

9356694006
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9370202285

9325703834

9716472001

7517304008

7972679973

9422162431

9503867077

7248996854

9028141910

9325459951

8007602305

8308455217

7420903118

8688812197

7378965303

09209339110

9595151717

9890877751

9860405308

7498305744

8080275452

9673049519

09156150565

8830748226

8408911004

9763482864

9233495098

8208844507

8624928651

9552736269

7499127340

7758939556

556 more responses are hidden

INSTRUCTIONS
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1.How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?

657 responses

2.How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?

657 responses

3. How well were the teachers able to communicate?

657 responses

4. The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as

657 responses

5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers.

657 responses

Copy

4. 85 to 100%
3. 70 to 84%
2. 55 to 69%
1. 30 to 54%
0.below 30%

27.1%

55.7%

Copy

4. Thoroughly
3. Satisfactorily
2. Poorly
1. Indifferently
0.Not at all

7%63.6%

25.3%

Copy

4. Always effective
3. Sometimes effective
2. Just satisfactorily
1. Generally ineffective
0.Very poor communication

11.1%

19.3%

63%

Copy

4. Excellent
3. Very good
2. Good
1. Fair
0. Poor

27.1%

28%

40.6%

Copy

4. Always fair
3. Usually fair
2. Sometimes unfair
1. Usually unfair
0. Unfair

9.9%

24.4%

60.4%
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6. Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?

657 responses

7. The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange, field visitopportunities for students.

657 responses

8. The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you
in cognitive, social and emotional growth

657 responses

9. The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.

657 responses

10. Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and programme outcomes.

657 responses

Copy

4. Every time
3. Usually
2. Occasionally/Sometimes
1. Rarely
0. Never

12.9%
22.8%

57.4%

Copy

4. Regularly
3. Often
2. Sometimes
1. Rarely
0. Never

17.4%11.7%

61.5%

Copy

4. Significantly
3. Very well
2. Moderately
1. Marginally
0. Not at all

12.2%
51.8%

30.3%

Copy

4. Strongly agree
3. Agree
2. Neutral
1. Disagree
0. Strongly disagree

11.7%47.2%

37.1%

Copy

4. Every time
3. Usually
2. Occasionally/Sometimes
1. Rarely
0. Never

11%
24.2%

58.4%
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11. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to
you.

657 responses

12. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications.

657 responses

13. The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with
providing right level of challenges.

657 responses

14. Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to
overcome them.

657 responses

15. The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring,
review and continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning
process.

657 responses

Copy

4. Every time
3. Usually
2. Occasionally/Sometimes
1. Rarely
0. Never

11%29.4%

52.2%

Copy

4. Every time
3. Usually
2. Occasionally/Sometimes
1. Rarely
0. Never

25.7%

59.2%

Copy

4. Fully
3. Reasonably
2. Partially
1. Slightly
0. Unable to

12.3%26.5%

52.2%

Copy

4. Every time
3. Usually
2. Occasionally/Sometimes
1. Rarely
0. Never

9.9%

9%
23.1%

52.5%

Copy

4. Strongly agree
3. Agree
2. Neutral
1. Disagree
0. Strongly disagree

11.4%42.5%

40.9%
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16. The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as
experiential learning, participative learning and problem solving
methodologies for enhancing learning experiences.

657 responses

17. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities.

657 responses

18. Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life
skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work.

657 responses

19. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while teaching.

657 responses

20. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is
very good.

657 responses

Copy

4. To a great extent
3. Moderate
2. Some what
1. Very little
0. Not at all

9.3%35.5%

46.9%

Copy

4. Strongly agree
3. Agree
2. Neutral
1. Disagree
0. Strongly disagree

12.3%38.5%

43.8%

Copy

4. To a great extent
3. Moderate
2. Some what
1. Very little
0. Not at all

33.3%

48.7%

Copy

4. Above 90%
3. 70 – 89%
2. 50 – 69%
1. 30 – 49%
0. Below 29%

16.4%

33.3%

40.3%

Copy

4. Strongly agree
3. Agree
2. Neutral
1. Disagree
0. Strongly disagree

11.1%

42%

43.7%
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21. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience in your institution.

397 responses

Good

No

Very good

Nothing

Good

Yes

Ok

Very well

Best

Thanks

No any suggestions

Yes

Great

Very well

Very good

Excellent

To provide proper level of notes..on that subject so all over teaching staff is very well

Ask personally questions

I suggest please dont give two subject for one teacher for teaching.
Otherwise this institution is very good.

1.Teacher can explain the topic also hindi and marathi.
2.Teachers please say to all boys please keep slience in class and not use Moblie phone in
lecture time
3.sociology Teacher provide notes to student in short and please speak loudly in class
because back bentch students are not lession properly ,please explain the topic in marathi.

Teachers are not friendly, behave different with different student , some Student are unable to
attend the lectures due to work related . They do not respond their queries and behave angrily .

Excellent Satisfactory Very Well

All of my professors are very fluent and teaching learning experience in my institution is
already at excellent level. So there is no suggestions from me to them. Thank you 😊 all my
Teachers 💐

Regular classes, good teaching experience, students had give extra ordinary performance in
classroom.
Thank you.

The overall suggestion i can't give but the teaching & learning experience in mine institution is
awesome.

Teacher should focus on example more than theory

1)Give them assignments that need a lot of research, reading and analytical skills.
2)Conduct debates, seminars and talks for the students.
3)Ask them to create a questionnaire from their syllabus.
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Sir I request that arrange outside visit for us for learning purpose like at different types of
courts (family court)and the learning method of our teachers is great because the teachers in
my class teach from their heart and clear all doubt regarding their subject

I'm BALLB 3rd student. Lectures by Ali sir and Bisen sir end very soon. But Patil mam and
Bandewar mam teach lectures in a very boring way. They can't even ask some questions. This
problem is not only for me but for everyone.
And I just want to say that. I don't like the behavior of Bandewar mam in practical time.🤧🥺
😬😬😬😬

Excellent teaching staff,
Institute atmosphere is very good,
All staff is very cooperative.

College start to next week Assignment Pratical writing work

Just good

Teaching process is excellent

Nice

Everything is neutral.👍

Best'

About 48% students strongly agree that the overall quality of teaching-learning process in the
institute is very good and 38% students agree-38%. About 13% students were neutral.

Overall teaching is very good.Make teaching a two way interaction. Try to reach every student
and ask for their doubts. ...

Improvement in liabrary and using technical aspects

1.Teachers should focus on completing the syllabus and give adequate time for revision too,
without wasting time on Idle Talks. Some of our teachers are taking remedial classes in our
vacations(exam preparation leave). That's highly irresponsible of them and kind of irritating
too.
2. Teachers should take teaching seriously. And by teaching, I don't mean just reading from a
book and translating it.
If they are just reading and translating then they are not worth more than a Google Translator.
A teacher should be able to give illustrations while he's teaching in class and he should be able
to turn a boring subject into an interesting one.
3. Last problem is with the Library. There is a chart written in library about the rules and
regulations. But swear to God, not a single life in our College follows it. For example, returning
books in seven days and if not fine'll be charged. You know what really happens. The students
borrow books at the start of the semester and return them after the semester exams that
means there'll be no intake of book for whole semester(i.e. 4 months) and the remaining
students will be hanging into their Class Notes only(which are not adequate for exams).
*I really wish, oh sorry, I can only HOPE, that somebody from our higher ups reads these
observations and act upon them to bring a change.*

My experience was good but l sugges them to1.increase conversation with all student
2.Motivate student as they possible 3.Try to solve all student question.

My College is the best for all the activities as well as in teaching also . They are always help us
to any type of work of studying,thank you.

We will expect that
Classes will be regularly and
Take Pre exam in class.

Just thanks for everything.

Basic information,Give proper example for better understanding, Giving extra knowledge
regarding the topics

Very very grateful for teaching learning experience in the our institute. Institute Provided
online/offline teaching to us with big efforts and notes of major subject. Daily updates are
provide to us on social media like Telegram, what's aap, email etc.Every teacher teach
effectively with the related case law and resolve difficulties to us.... The very most important
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thing is a law dictionary and law sentence share to us daily on telegram channel by Principal
Dr.Khakre sir...so thank you to all teachers for your big efforts....

I fully satisfied with all Respective teaching staff,Respected principal sir and also Administered
staff
Thanks to all Respected sir's and madam's

Teachers don't know to speak English they always read a statement in English and explain in
Marathi this should be improved.
And the History teacher Mr. Palekar he is too rude with students this should be improved
teacher should be in well behaviour with students. Management should take note of this . That'
s all ..

1) Increase uses of Projector, Multimedia.
2) Improve communication Skills.
3) Improvements in explanations.

1. Our College campus, premices, and teaching staff are excellent.
2. In our college available all facilities,...
3. In our college students strength are vast and there are so many students aare learn out of
district thre are many problems to up and down hence it must be necessary to online and
offline teaching.

Thanku so much...

During assignment submission teachers should guide to the student politely about answer
right, otherwise all is well.

Very well teaching but its important to based on practically teaching and giving practical
knowledge

You should give more facilities to scholar students.

1. Give equal opportunities to all students in class involvement.
2. Adapt fun learning technique rather than classic.
3. Should help overcome students weakness in subjects.

GOOD

All subject teacher are leading method excellent

1-Teachers Friendly Behaviour With Students
2-Exam after each lession
3-Forcing students to teach after lessons
Teach very well

Emphasis should be on practice learning
Students should make regular and extensive use of our rich library
Regular teacher-student interaction can be promoted.

They teach well, but there are no classes every day And Let them know at least one day in
advance if they want to take a lecture or not.

1. Give equal oopurtinities all the students in the class and in extracurrilar actives

2. Teacher should encourage displane in the class among students

3. Teacher should encourage over coming weekness of the students.

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well

The interraction with students will be increased.

Better

NA
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1) Conduct Debate,Seminar & talk for the students

2) Break down a complex topic in to simpler ones for a better understanding concept
Or
Give case study and assignment

3) Add regular assessment & Feedback Process for chapter wise , Unit wise & whole syllabus

I would like to say that there is little space for parking Just do that place.

Good co ordination with student

No improvement required.

Best education

They have explain the difficult and important concept in brief.

exclent

After online classes there is only palekar sir uses projecter it's good for us but another
teachers also good for us. Thank you🙏

I got to learn a lot through this institution and college is great all teachers teaching is very
good

1. During assignment checking some teachers not behave like a sincere teacher, they insult
students infront of hole class.
2. Some teachers doesn't discuss with students about CA book questions, they shout on
students and don't understand them, and their problems.
3. Due to some family problems, transport & staying issues, students doesn't reach college
regularly, so if it is possible do sometimes online classes.
Otherwise all teachers and college staf is very supportive.

No any suggestions

Pratical Activities

In Narayanrao Chavan law college Nanded teacher staff is very well but need to progress on
yourself. And According to me daily takes 5 lectures.Because maximum students are updown
in out of Nanded area so.

I will suggest that collage should work with time management and that, we have book
knowledge when we go for interviews they ask about practice knowledge or experiences
necessary for students future...

Everyone and Everything is Good.

It is very good college and the staff is very cooperative.proud to be student of this college

As per now need to continue

1 College Staff Is Very Nice.
2 Teachings and learning are great no issue.
3 It would be great if the project verification and CA book verification complete on the fix date
and process could be done on the same day. But some lecturers are on leave on scheduled
days, so there is a loss of students coming from outstations and working students.

Practical work for more effective learning
Educational trip
Employment advice

Poor communication about class and practical and exam and checking related notice and
some staff are very arogent and help less with students during pandemic

Improve teaching methods.
We want practical knowledge.

Confidence, Skills , 100% Best Study.

No...
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Teachers way of talking to students about their assignments are very rude

It's a very nice teachers are teaching very best and the college is very best

कधीकधी मराठीतून अथ� सांगणे गरजेचे आहे.

िव�ा�ा�ची अडचण समजून मदत करावी सहकाय� करावे.

एखा�ा स�े� चा मराठीतून अथ� सांगणे गरजेचे आहे

Supper

All thing is best

It is the best institution..

Satisfactory,well explain and teaching with skills

Very good teaching and learning.

Neutral

Teachers should explain to the students the basic poinis of the topic and then give the
explanation with writing on the black board. At the time of teaching , Teachers should teach
slowly and the sentence must repeat at least three times whenever necessary.

According to me.....there is no any suggestions....

I don't think there is a neccesarry to tell thiss... Bcoz I think All teacher teachs perfect... All the
rules and regulations are on time... All teachers teachs us very well and their explaination was
also very good... Everything was perfect no need to suggest you to imporve the overall
teachingg... Youu are the BEST❤

Regular online classes, for increasing knowlege of every subject, class, not missing the lecture
and actively attending the classess. Evry students have participate each and every event done
by the college... Through online classes..

241 more responses are hidden
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